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The Box Elder Innovations' PEA system is a laboratory-based measurement
system that provides a means to perform controlled studies on charge build-up
and migration behavior in dielectric materials. Results from these studies are
essential in understanding existing materials and supporting development
of advanced materials that will help mitigate problems caused by charge build -up
and dielectric break-down.
PEA systems are designed to measure charge distributions embedded in thin
dielectric films. The method is based on applying a pulsed electric field across the
dielectric film that creates a force on embedded free charge which, in turn,
creates an ultrasonic wave that is detected by a piezoelectric sensor. The sensor
converts the mechanical energy to an electrical signal representing the ultrasonic
waveform. This waveform is digitized and analyzed to obtain location and
quantity of embedded charge.

BEI is the only manufacturer of PEA systems in the United States and whose
business model is to build customized systems based on customer needs and
requirements. Our systems are designed for testing dielectric films in ambient
temperature and pressure conditions and, optionally, at elevated temperature up
to 60 deg C. Also, high voltage DC, and optional high voltage AC can be applied
across the sample to simulate external electric fields as seen by dielectric films in
various environments for studying field-affected charge migration behavior. All
system functions are computer controlled.
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Applications include spacecraft charging and high voltage power transmission
lines. A known cause for satellite failure is charge build-up in dielectric films, used
for thermal and electrical insulation in spacecraft, caused by electrons in the solar
wind. This build-up can lead to electrostatic discharge events that can damage
satellite components. Also, charge build up in high voltage DC power

transmission cable insulators can reduce service life of these components in the
electrical power grid.
Data acquisition and data processing software packages with user-friendly
interfaces are included with each PEA system. Installation, setup, and training are
provided as required by the customer.

